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= Love for hospitalized children

SOARINGWORDS

CHANGE IN EMOTION

volunteering at hospitals to share free monthly

Since 2012, hundreds of Zumba® instructors are

children, teens, their families and hospital staff.

how negative emotions are reduced, and positive emotions are enhanced after doing a Soaringwords positive intervention.

When ill children and teens do something altruistic to help another person, it enhances their wellbeing. The graph below shows

PSYCHOLOGY MODEL

UNIQUE POSITIVE

Inclusion, Work/Life, and Community Relations Managers.

considered a best-practice partner by Diversity and

professionals at leading companies. Soaringwords is

monthly volunteer programs for more than 140,000

emotional highlight of national and global meetings and

Positive Psychology-based initiatives have been the

turnkey pro-social programs that foster employee

ENGAGEMENT

EMPLOYEE-

and teens. The book shares inspiring stories using the seven SOARING components to heal:

The book Soaringwords is the author of

This evidence-based model has been tested among patients nationwide. Lisa Honig Buksbaum, CEO & Founder,

into a scientific model to enhance the wellbeing of children and teens who are ill, families, and caregivers.

The need

Every day, hospitalized children and teens\’ experiences with death and illness in their families. Within ten months,

Soaringwords was started by Lisa Honig Buksbaum after three

HOW SOARINGWORDS WAS BORN

More than Fun & Distraction

While we cannot change the circumstances of our lives, we can choose to embrace a positive attitude and actions in

More than Fun & Distraction

THE POWER TO HEAL®

Soaringwords is unique as it is the only organization that motivates ill children and their families to "pay it forward" which

Soaringwords content, activities and ideas have fostered positive personal growth for the ill child and led on her/ his

family, healthcare professionals, business owners, educators, volunteers and more. Soaringwords also invites ill children, families

and teens throughout the world. Soaringwords supports, encourages and celebrates the healthcare professionals, families

and the ill children and teens who work so hard to make the world a better place.

Soaringwords has a positive1 promoting, impact on emotional health and wellbeing.

PAY-IT-FORWARD

Soaringwords is a unique sell that empowers children and their families to "pay it forward" which

Soaringwords enhances meaning, purpose, positive personal growth, and resilience for the ill child and his or her

family. Soaringwords also invites ill children, families and teens throughout the world. Soaringwords supports, encourages and

celebrates the healthcare professionals, families and the ill children and teens who work so hard to make the world a better

place.

Soaringwords is the power to heal.

Get involved. Inspire ill children to “Never give up!” Soaringwords is the power to heal!

www.soaringwords.org